INTRODUCTION
Exploration and research in Mars has been increased significantly over the last decade. Geological and structural information of Mars conducted by robots are all the results of such explorations. Also, mineral classification of mars images presents valuable information of Mars environment [1] . Furthermore, the extraction of chemical and mineralogical properties of the Mars stones and soil could be helpful in the future researches and explorations [2] . Recently the automated robot, referred as Mars rover is equipped with a front-line panoramic camera (Pancam) instrument. A great deal of information can be extracted and organized from Mars images. The transformation cost from Mars to earth is very high in the term of Mars rover supply power. Therefore, automated image analysis systems with a high degree of accuracy are required [3] . The main task in these systems is the classification of rocks and other objects in the images. This procedure is so important because it avoids sending the irrelevant and redundant images to the earth. It also helps Mars rover for navigation and localization in the Mars surface. The rocks in Mars have diverse colors and textures, covered by dust soil with various intensities, rotation and scale. In addition, these images are blurred by instrument movement and are contaminated by environment noise. In [4] , a theorem for the efficient segmentation and detection of motion blur was presented which led to the classification of pixels as either blurred or unblurred. Furthermore, in [5] , a new kernel-specific feature vector with a good discrimination property was proposed and then presented for the classifiers to detect different types of blur including motion and defocus blurs. All of the above items address the main challenges in Mars images analysis [6] . Our goal in this research is to develop a new method for automatic pixel classification in Mars images. The first step in this method is extraction of a set of features from image pixels. There are many features proposed in the literature for accurate classification of the pixels [7 and 8] . Increasing dimension of feature set leads to more computational time which is not acceptable in our interest, especially in onboard applications such as Mars rover, with its limited amount of power, memory and processing rate. On the other hand, there is an opinion that not all extracted features are relevant in classification and these extracted features decrease the accuracy [9] . A good feature vector should be easily extractable from the images, discriminative, robust against noise and distortion. A key issue is that the feature vector must be short and efficient. Most of the classification methods presented for Mars rover involve high computational costs because of high dimensionality of feature vectors [3] . Some feature selection approaches are ant colony optimization (ACO) [10] , particle swarm optimization (PSO) [11] , genetic algorithm (GA) [12] , feature selection with harmony search [13] and so on. Many feature selection approaches have been proposed for different applications such as face recognition [14] , data mining and pattern recognition [15] , speaker verification [16] and classifier ensemble reduction [17] . Feature selection has been applied in Mars image classification in the term of minimizing feature subset by fuzzy-rough feature selection [3 and 21] and information gain ranking technique [18] .
The main contributions of this paper that lead to a high accurate pixel classifier for the classification of different types of rocks and sands from their surrounding background in Mars images are summarized as follows: 1) The texture and structure of difference types of rocks in Mars images are analyzed and then a new feature set for pixel description is proposed. The feature set includes texture and color features and makes difference between all types of rocks and lead to better pixel classification. For texture features, statistical parameters of LH and HL components in wavelet domain are considered. This idea is very useful for distinguishing rocks with layered and waved structures since wavelet decomposition provides vertical and horizontal frequency components of images. Dominant color descriptor, local color histogram and color statistic features are all used as color features. These features are useful for describing structures such as small black stone and sand, dark large size rocks with shadow and flat rocks. Then, a recent efficient classifier referred as extreme learning machine (ELM) is used for pixel classification. We will show that this classifier with the proposed feature set not only lead to a high accurate pixel classifier but also outperforms other classifiers such as SVM and KNNs with respect to both accuracy and run time.
2) Because of the limitation of the power, memory and processing rate in on-board applications such as Mars rover for Mars image analysis, dimension reduction with preserving classification accuracy is addressed as another contribution of this research. For this goal, two feature selection methods based on ACO are proposed to select the most relevant and significant features from the complete feature set. For feature selection methods a new idea named as feature grouping is proposed and it's efficiency is shown for feature selection algorithms. Applying these feature selection methods in pixel classification, decreases the computational time and preserves classification performance simultaneously not only in our proposed system with ELM but also in SVM and KNNs classifiers. The first feature selection method selects the same feature subset for all pixel classes while the second one presents a feature subset for each pixel class separately. Both feature selection methods, with the same degree, decrease the run time of classifiers in both train and test phases considerably. The first proposed method preserves the classification accuracy with just a little decrease while the second one increases it.
3) The pixel classification accuracies of ELM, SVM and KNNs classifiers with different parameters and different feature subsets (complete feature set, feature subsets found by the first and second proposed methods and genetic algorithm) will be shown quantitatively followed by statistical interpretations of the results. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the extraction of feature set from image pixels. Pixel classifiers are explained in more details in Section 3 and 4. Our two proposed feature selection methods are described completely in Section 5. Experimental setup and results are described in Sections 6 and 7 respectively. Finally, the conclusion and future works are discussed in Section 8.
FEATURE EXTRACTION
Converting complex image data to their corresponding feature vector is the task of feature extraction. Feature vectors represent a large set of data accurately as well as simplifying the amount of memory and computation cost required for data processing [19] . The main purpose of this research is pixel classification. Corresponding feature vector for each pixel is extracted from a surrounding window of that pixel. Proposing features with better pixel representation is a challenging task. For this task, many experiments were performed and the following features are proposed. Some types of layered rocks contain horizontal and vertical frequency components. A very good descriptor for these types of rocks is the texture features extracted from wavelet transform. Therefore, statistical parameters in wavelet domain are used as pixel representation. Other rock types such as rover tracks (which have a darker surface in comparison with other rocks), Small black stone and sand flat rocks could be easily identified by color features. Finally, a feature set including wavelet coefficient features, dominant color descriptor features, local color histogram features and color statistic features is proposed to be used in this experiment and is explained in the next sections.
Wavelet Features
Each pixel of the input image is windowed and a one level two-dimensional wavelet decomposition of the window is obtained. Then Euclidean norm is incorporated to the wavelet coefficients of rows and columns of LH and HL, separately. Finally, the mean and variance of Euclidean norms of rows and columns are calculated which leads to 8 parameters.
Color Features
Color features are considered as low-level features which are very stable and robust in comparison with other image features such as texture and shape. Since, these features are not sensitive to rotation, translation and scale changes; they could be so applicable to pixel classification of Mars images which are noisy and degraded by rotation and camera transformations. In this work, we have used the dominant color descriptor (DCD) features, local color histogram features and color statistic features.
Dominant Color Descriptor
DCD is one of the approved color descriptors in the MPEG-7 Final Committee Draft among several number of histogram descriptors [20] . Both representative colors and the percentage of each color are included in DCD. In DCD, colors of an image are divided into a number of partitions named coarse partitions. All points in a partition are assumed to be similar. Partition centers are the average value of all pixel colors in each partition and are calculated with by Eq. 1.
In which is the ith partition. In this research, the DCD features are extracted in RGB domain. Each pixel color is assigned to a partition and its color is replaced by the center value of that partition. Therefore, the image colors are quantized. For each pixel, the DCDs of a window around that pixel are calculated and presented as a feature vector corresponding to it. We assumed 8 color dominants in this research. In Fig. 1 , the right image is an image in RGB domain and the left image shows the result of applying DCD. Fig. 1 . DCD of an image in RGB color space.
Local Color Histogram Features
Histogram is the discrete statistical probability density of the image [21] . Mars images are in RGB domain with the range 0-255 in each component. If all 256 bins are considered per R, G and B components in each histogram, it will be computationally expensive. Accordingly the range is divided to 8 equal sub-ranges for each component. To localize these features, a window is considered around each pixel and histogram of the window is computed. Therefore, each pixel of the image is mapped to a 24-dimensional feature vector in the term of local color histogram features.
Color Statistic Features
The first and the second moments of a window around pixels are mean and standard deviation, respectively. These features are also applied in RGB domain. The mean and standard deviation corresponding to each pixel are considered as color statistic features for each component (R, G and B). Table. 1 shows the abbreviation names of all extracted features that will be used in this paper. 
PIXEL CLASSIFIER BY SVM
There are different pixel classes in Mars images. Extracted features should be presented for classifiers to train model parameters in classification. For each pixel class, a one-against-all binary SVM is trained. Pixels of the main class are assumed as positive and pixels of all other classes are assumed as negative samples. The main problem is that the number of pixels in the main class is much less than the number of pixels of the other classes. This leads our model to unbalanced train data in SVM classifier and the model may be biased to negative samples. We address this issue by random selection of k samples among all negative samples and then introducing selected samples as training data of negative class. Fig. 2 shows the result of the process of train data balancing for SVM classification. 
PIXEL CLASSIFIER BY ELM
ELM originally stems from biological learning and is first proposed for the single-hidden layer feed-forward neural networks (SLFNs) and then for the generalized single-hidden layer feed-forward networks [22] . The output function of the ELM for generalized SLFNs case is computed by Eq. 2.
where is a weight between ith hidden node and the output nodes and ℎ ( ) is the output of the ith hidden node. It is clear that the output functions of the hidden nodes could be different. In general, ℎ ( ) is a non-linear piecewise continuous function such as sigmoid, hardlimit, gaussian and multi-quadratic. The feed-forward neural networks try to reach to smaller training errors. In ELM, both the smaller training error and the smaller norm of output weights are considered. The smaller norm of weights, the better generalization performance could be achieved. So, ELM has a higher performance in comparison with classic feed-forward networks. ELM could be expressed as an optimization problem in Eq. 3.
where 1 and 2 are positive values and p,q=0,0.5,1,2, … . H is the matrix of h functions named as hidden layer output matrix and T is the training data target matrix. The learning rules and mathematical theory of ELM are discussed in deeper details in [23 and 24] . ELM can be used in both classification and regression. Here, similar with SVM, ELM is used for pixel classification with a one-againstall classification scheme. For this task, ELM is trained with the training set of pixel feature vectors and then the feature vectors of unseen pixels are presented for classification. The similar idea for train data balancing, which was proposed for SVM, is applied here, too. We have used the ELM toolbox in MATLAB for ELM classification 1 .
FEATURE SELECTION
Feature selection is a discrete optimization problem which selects m features among n ones [26] . The whole search space includes all possible feature subsets of the main feature set. The number of all possible subsets is computed by Eq. (4).
where n represents feature vector dimension and s is the size of the current feature subset. Alleviating the effect of the dimensionality, enhancing generalization capability, improving model interpretability and speeding up the learning process are all the benefits of removing irrelevant and redundant features from the main features [26 and 27] . Two types of feature selection methods are filter and wrapper methods. Filter methods use some metrics such as inter-class distance, probabilistic distance, class separability, entropy, error probability, consistency and correlation. In wrapper methods, classification accuracy is used for feature evaluation, show that the classifier model should be trained and tested in each step. In the filter methods, feature subset evaluation does not depend on the classification model because it does not need to train the system for each feature subset. On the other hand, wrapper methods are computationally expensive and have a risk of model over-fitting. As a result, filter methods have better generalization as well as lower complexity and over-fitting, although generally wrapper methods usually have a higher accuracy [28, 29 and 30] .
Genetic Algorithm for Feature Selection
GA introduced by Holland in 1975, is a randomized heuristic search technique based on biological evolution strategies. Many complex optimization problems could be solved by GA in which chromosomes represents candidate solutions in a large population. Initial chromosomes (solutions) usually are created randomly and then next generations are generated from chromosomes with higher fitnesses. GA has been applied to our problem of interest as feature selection and feature weighting. A binary vector with the same size of the feature vector is a chromosome (solution). If the corresponding bit of a feature is one, that feature is selected and it is dropped in case it is zero. The purpose of GA in feature selection task is to find an optimal binary vector with the smallest number of 1s such that the performance of the classifier is maximized [19 and 30] . Another application of GA is feature weighting which assigns numerical weights to features instead of binary weights zero and one [31] .
Ant Colony Optimization for Feature Selection
Ant colony optimization (ACO) is an iterative and probabilistic meta-heuristic method. It simulates the natural behavior of ants, consisting of mechanisms of adaptation and cooperation [32] . The ants travel among nodes of a graph and deposit pheromone for finding the shortest path. As pheromone decays over the time, each ant probabilistically prefers to follow a direction with the higher pheromone density. Accordingly the shortest path on the graph will has more pheromone and higher chance to be selected by ants and will be reinforced while pheromone of other paths' diminished [33] . Similar to GA, ACO can be reformulated for feature selection problem by finding a path with minimum cost on a graph. In contrast with classic ACO, here, nodes in the graph represent features and the edges between nodes denote the choice of the next feature [34] . ACO starts to search for the optimal feature subset with the ant's traverse through the graph until a minimum number of nodes are visited and traversal stop criterion is satisfied i.e. the minimum number of features with the highest classification accuracy are achieved. Any feature is allowed to be selected in each step of ant traverse, so the graph is fully connected. The pheromone update rule and transition rule of ACO algorithm can be used by a little reformulation for feature selection. In this case, pheromone and heuristic values are associated to nodes (features) rather than edges. The probability that ant k selects feature i at time step t is computed from Eq. (5).
where is the set of features that are allowed to be added to the partial solution in case that they haven't been visited so far. τ i (t) and η i are the pheromone value and heuristic desirability associated with feature i respectively. γ and δ are weights of pheromone value and the heuristic information respectively [35] . The amount of deposited pheromone of ant k on feature i in step t is obtained by Eq. (6) .
where FeatutesNumber is the number of all features, S k (t) and |S k (t)| are the feature subset and its length found by ant k at iteration , respectively. Η(S k (t)) is the evaluation of subset S k (t) which is the classifier performance in this literature, and are parameters that determine the importance of the classifier performance and feature subset length, respectively. Finally, the node pheromone is updated by Eq. (7).
where m is the number of ants, is an evaporation rate which is constant and g is the best ant in previous iteration. It means that nodes pheromone are affected by all ants and more affected by the best ant which deposits additional pheromone on nodes. This causes the search of ants to stay around the optimal solution in the next iterations [27] . ACO feature selection is shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 . ACO feature selection.
The Proposed Feature Selection Methods based on ACO
Selecting the most relevant features and dropping irrelevant ones not only decreases feature vector dimension and computation cost of classifiers but also increases accuracy of such systems. In the proposed pixel classification system, feature selection is done after feature extraction stage. In feature extraction stage, a feature vector is extracted corresponding to each pixel, from a window around that pixel. In this research, two feature selection methods are proposed based on ACO.
The first method
It is clear that ACO feature selection is a wrapper method. In conventional ACO feature selection, each ant selects features in its path based on thier efficiency. Suppose that there are n features in feature vector. Each ant is assigned an initial feature randomly and then train the model n-1 times to select the second feature. After that, n-2 times of model training are required for the selection of the third feature.
This continues until the ant exit from its traverse. In the worst case, each ant trains the model n(n−1) 2 times in each iteration. The computation cost is explosively high. Although the feature selection is done only once in the offline phase, we propose a new procedure to decrease the feature reduction cost while preserving the accuracy of classification. At each iteration, there is a high computational cost to evaluate all 'non-visited' features to select one of them. Experiments show that there is no need for each ant to do that. To remedy this issue we divided features into 13 groups as shown in Table 2 . The idea of feature grouping has this benefit that each ant only evaluates just one feature among each group. This is important since selection of each feature involves model training and testing. This idea stems from the fact that features in each group have similar effects in classification accuracy. Therefore, evaluation of all features in each group simultaneously is not necessary. On the other hand, all features of a group have a chance to be selected by ants in the next iterations. For example, if LH_meanL is a selected feature from group 1 at step k by an ant, feature LH_stdL will be a candidate to be selected by that ant from step k+1 onwards. This shows that all features have a chance to be selected by ants. In the first proposed method, feature selection is applied to all pixel classes simultaneously. This means that the feature selection scheme tries to select the most relevant features by maximizing the classification accuracy of all pixel classes simultaneously. Therefore, the same feature subset is selected for all classes.
The following pseudo-code describes the proposed feature selection method in more details: 1. Initialization: -Set the population size of ants.
-Assign each feature to a node of graph and set a random intensity of pheromone to it.
-Set the maximum number of iterations. 2. Divide the features into groups. 3. Each ant builds its own solution. So, each ant should start its job from a feature(node), this feature is assigned to each ant randomly in this step and marked as 'visited'. 4. For each ant, select one feature from each feature group randomly and save them in array . Among features in , select the feature with the highest probability calculated by Eq. is the feature cardinality of the selected feature by the ant so far, is the number of all features, and are the parameters that control the effect of feature size and F_measure, respectively with restriction φ + ω = 1. Afterwards, all ants complete their search as a term of finding feature subsets. The pheromone update is then started by three rules: 1) each ant deposits some pheromone on features. This idea stems from the natural behavior of ants. 2) Some pheromone is evaporated by time.
3) The best ant has more effect in path pheromone update since it could be a sign for other ants to follow its path in the next steps. The amount of pheromones in all features is affected by the classification accuracy and the number of features which are selected by ants.
6. For all ants, do steps 3-5. 7. Each ant deposits a quantity of pheromone on features which is marked as 'visited' in its path by Eq. (9) .
where ∆pheromone(i, k) is the amount of pheromone which is deposited by ant k on feature i, model accuracy is either Fmeasure or accuracy of the classification model (which will be explained in experimental section) trained by features founded by ant k. FeatutesNumber and FeaturesNumber(k) are the number of all features and the number of features in the path of ant k respectively. Finally, α and β are two parameters that control the relative weights of classifier performance and feature subset length, respectively, according to α + β = 1.
8. Find the best ant with the highest F-measure. 9. Pheromone update )the pheromone of all features is evaporated, all ants deposit a pheromone on the features in their paths and the best ant has extra effect on pheromone update(:
10. Previous ants are removed and new ants are generated randomly. 11. If the stop criterion )ants follow the same path or maximum number of iteration is reached( is not achieved (go to 3, else go to 12 12. The path of ant with maximum F-measure is the best solution.
End
The block diagram of the first proposed feature selection algorithm is shown in Fig. 4 .
The second method
Our first proposed feature selection method returns the most relevant features as optimal feature subset for all seven pixel classes. The first method reduces the feature vector length with maximizing Fmeasure or accuracy (to be defined later). In feature reduction phase of the first method, the main properties of all pixel classes were investigated and a feature vector including wavelet and color features was proposed. This was based on the fact that all pixels in different classes could be classified from other classes by using a single feature vector. It is clear that using an optimal feature vector for each of seven classifiers can improve the performance of the overall classification. For example, horizontal and vertical frequency components of wavelet decomposition in wavelet features are irrelevant feature for classifying pixels of class C7 while these features are strongly relevant features for classifying pixels in class C4 in Fig.5 . Accordingly in the second proposed feature selection method, an optimal feature subset is extracted for each class separately. This idea cannot be applied to ordinary classification methods such as KNNs while it can be applied to one-against-all ELMs and SVMs of all seven classes. Although this is a time consuming task, it is offline which needs to be done only once. The block diagram of this method is depicted in Fig. 6 . This type of feature selection presents an optimal feature subset for each pixel class which increases the classification accuracy in comparison with the complete feature set since all irrelevant and redundant features are omitted from the feature set in each class. The pseudo-code for the second proposed algorithm is presented as follows:
1-For each pixel class do 2-4. 2-Apply the first proposed feature selection. 3-Compute an optimal feature set for each class separately. 4-Train each binary pixel classifier by its own feature set. 
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Mars Exploration Rover Spirit dataset; which has 90 images with the size of 512x512; is used as an image dataset in this research [25] . These images are the sub images of Home Plate South panorama image. Some parts of this dataset are shown in Fig. 7 . Seven classes of rocks and sands are determined in [3] for the task of pixel classification which are depicted in Table 3 . Figure. 7. Some parts of Home Plate South panorama image To show the utility of the proposed feature selection algorithms a series of experiments are conducted. We implement the proposed algorithms on a machine with 2.26 GHz Corei7 CPU and 6GB of RAM. First, the images are zero padded by 10 pixels per side. Each pixel is windowed with a 21×21 window around it. Wavelet decomposition is computed in each window for the gray image, norm of rows and columns of LH and norm of rows and columns of HL lead to 4 vectors. The mean and standard deviation of these vectors are 8 wavelet features per pixel. In color features, the number of dominant colors is set to 8, so, 24 features are computed for R, G and B components. Also, mean and standard deviation of R, G and B components form 6 color statistic features. Finally, with 4 bins for the histogram of R, G and B, 12 features are computed. Therefore, a feature vector of dimension 50 is extracted for each pixel. We have seven SVMs and ELMs for seven classes; each one classifies only one type of rock. To train each classifier, the pixels corresponding to each rock are considered as positive samples and the remaining pixels are considered as negative samples. Table 4 shows the number of positive and negative samples for all pixel classes used in this research. All classifiers are trained for 60% of these positive and negative pixels and the remained 40% is used as unseen data in test phase.
In these experiments, various parameter values were tested for KNNs, GA and the proposed algorithms in both feature selection and pixel classification tasks. According to our experiments, the highest performance in each method is achieved by setting the parameters to values shown in Table 5 . 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our proposed pixel classification scheme with feature selection methods are evaluated by precision, recall, Fmeasure and accuracy metrics which are computed by the Eqs. (11)- (14).
The results are divided into six parts. The results of classification accuracy with complete feature set, selected features by the first and second feature selection methods are reported in the following first three parts. In part 7.4, run time comparison is discussed. Statistical comparisons are reported in part 7.5 and finally segmentation results are depicted in part 7.6.
Proposed Pixel Classifier with Complete Feature Set
First experiment is done for the comparison between ELM, SVM and KNNs performances for complete feature set. Table 6 shows the precision, recall, Fmeasure and accuracy for these classifiers with complete feature set. Average results in table 6 show that ELM classifier outperforms other classifiers with complete feature set. ELM classifier with RBF kernel has the best average LH_stdL, HL_meanL, HL_stdL, DCDR1, DCDR7, DCDG1, DCDB1,DCDB3, Bm,Bs,R1 ,R6, G2,G3, G4,B1,B6,B8
Optimal feature subset found by first proposed method and ELM classifier
HL_stdH, HL_stdL, DCDR4, DCDR8, DCDG5, DCDB1, DCDB5, DCDB7, Bs, R4, G8, B2, B6
First Feature Selection Method
As it was mentioned before, two feature selection methods were proposed in this research. The last 3 rows of table 6 show that the first proposed method selects 13, 17 and 18 features for ELM, SVM and KNNs classifiers, respectively. From these results, it can be concluded that after dimension reduction by the first proposed method, the classification performance is preserved with a little decrease. However, we'll show later that the main advantage of the first feature selection method is that it decreases the run time of classifiers in both train and test phases considerably. Also, there is a difference in optimal feature subsets for a system with ELM, SVM and KNNs, which stems from differences in performance of subsets in different classifiers; this leads ants to select different paths and consequently different features. It is shown that how the first feature selection method is in correlation with the features efficiencies in classification performance. For this task, features are first sorted based on their pheromone. Then, the classification accuracies are computed for first ranked feature, two top ranked features, three top ranked features and so on. These accuracies are depicted in Fig. 8 for ELM, SVM and KNNs in their best parameters as RBF kernel, MLP kernel and k=5, respectively. For ELM, SVM and KNNs classifiers, after respectively, 13, 17 and 18 top ranked features, accuracies do not increase any more. This means that our first proposed feature selection algorithm converged correctly in 13, 17 and 18 features for these classifiers. Fig. 8 . Classification accuracies for highly ranked feature subsets.
Second Feature Selection Method
The second proposed feature selection method provides an optimal feature subset for each pixel classifier separately. For the majority of classifiers such as KNNs this task is not applicable, since only one model is trained for all classes and it is not possible to introduce different feature subsets for each class. In the proposed scheme, since each class has its own classifier as either ELM or SVM, it is possible to train each classifier by its own feature subset. Optimal feature subsets and reduction percents are presented in table 7. The lowest cardinality is appeared for the selected features for class C5 by ELM classifier with RBF kernel which selects 12 features among all 50 features. The second feature selection method decreases the dimension of the feature set and increases the classification accuracy for the majority of pixel classes. Precision, recall, Fmeasure and accuracy of the second proposed method are reported for ELM and SVM classifiers with their different kernels in Table 8 . This table also shows that how performances are affected by four feature sets including complete feature set, selected features by the first and second method and selected features by genetic algorithm. The second proposed feature selection method outperforms the first proposed feature selection method and genetic algorithmbased feature selection. Furthermore, the second proposed algorithm slightly outperforms the classification performance of classifiers with complete feature set. Therefore, the second feature selection method not only decreases the feature set cardinality but also slightly increases the classification accuracy. 
Run Time Comparison
Run time is so important especially for the on-board applications of Mars image segmentation. Here, the run time is considered for both train and test phases. Table 9 reports the run time of train and test phases in three classifiers with complete feature set for different parameters. Although KNN has no training time, its classification accuracy is very lower than SVM and ELM. Generally, ELM with linear kernel has the lowest run time with an average of 4402ms and 180ms for train and test phases respectively. The first proposed feature selection algorithm selects the most relevant features for all classes simultaneously. Train and test samples of all classes are involved in steps 4, 5 and 7 of this algorithm while in the second feature selection algorithm the train and test samples of only one class are involved at the same time. The run times of the first and second feature selection algorithms are 1286 and 353 seconds, respectively. Note that 353 seconds is only for one class in the second feature selection method. Feature selection for other classes can be run with parallel procedures. These run times are the average run times of using different classifiers in feature selection process. It should be noted that the proposed feature selection algorithms are done once in offline phase and then selected features will be used for the train and test phases of classifiers. Therefore, their run times are not the concern for pixel classification application. The main advantage of the proposed feature selection methods is dimension reduction which decreases the run time considerably. Therefore, we also have reported the run time of classifiers with selected features by two proposed feature selection algorithms in train and test phases in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 , respectively. For these two figures some abbreviations are used for each bar. For example, 'SVM-Linear-Comp' means that SVM classifier with linear kernel is used for complete feature set and 'SVM-Linear-First' means that SVM classifier with linear kernel is used for selected features by the first proposed method. For train run times, only ELM and SVM are compared since KNNs has no train run time. It is concluded from these figures that classifiers with selected features by feature selection methods have lower run times in train and test phases. Another conclusion is that each classifier with selected features from the first and second feature selection methods has the same run time. However, the main advantage of the second proposed method is its higher accuracy which was reported in Table 8 in more details. Tables 6 and 8 reported the Fmeasure and accuracy of all 7 pixel classes for each method. Average Fmeasures and accuracies in all 7 classes could be used as overall performance criteria. Furthermore, a statistical test is used for the overall performance comparison too. In this research, for overall comparison of methods, two sets with seven elements should be compared. Therefore, parametric statistical tests aren't applicable here and pairwise U-Mann-Whitney test is used which is a non-parametric test. In this test, the null hypothesis is that two samples come from the same population against an alternative hypothesis with the meaning that the two samples are from different populations. This test provides the confidence level for the differences between sets as well as a mean rank for each set. We first determine that two sets are different with a confidence level and then determine the better set which is the set with higher mean rank. Different pairwise comparisons between classifiers with different feature sets are reported in table 10. This table shows the mean rank and confidence level between each two sets and its last column determines which set is statistically better than another. The confidence level threshold of 90% is considered. The main conclusion is that ELM with the complete feature set outperforms other classifiers statistically with a confidence level of 94%. Furthermore, the classification performance of classifiers with complete feature set and with selected features are statistically the same. This means that after dimension reduction the classification performance isn't decreased statistically. Although the mean rank of classifier performances with the selected features by second feature selection method is higher than classifier performances with complete feature set, its confidence level is very low and under predefined threshold. Therefore, we reported that none of which is better than other. Finally, it is resulted that the second proposed feature selection method outperforms the genetic algorithm with the confidence level of 95.2%. 
Statistical Comparison

Segmentation Results
The final results of this research are pixel classification. All seven types of rocks including Rover tracks, small black stone and sand, medium black stone and sand, layered rocks, wave rocks, dark large size rocks with shadow and flat rocks are all classified in Home Plate South sub images. However, some parts of images which were far away from Pancom are not classified to one of seven rock types. The reason is that their details are not visible. As it is clear from classified images, most errors occur in region boundaries. Since the feature vector of a pixel is derived from a window around that pixel, the pixels which are near to region boundaries are also windowed by the pixels from other classes, so they are incorrectly classified to other class labels. We assigned eight colors including red, green, blue, yellow, indigo, pink, gray and violet for classes 1-7 and non-classified parts, respectively. Fig. 11 (a-c) shows some samples of classified images. Fig. 11 . Samples of classified images.
8.
CONCLUSION
Home plate south panorama images contain information about Mars, taken by Mars rover, a robot which explores on Mars surface. In this paper, a new pixel classification scheme was proposed which leads to Mars image segmentation. Firstly, each pixel is windowed and mapped to a feature vector including wavelet and color features. The type of extracted features was proposed by the way that all pixel classes could be discriminated from other classes and appropriate segmentation of images are achieved. Then, most relevant features among complete feature set were selected by two proposed feature selection schema based on ACO. Finally, optimal feature sets were presented for the classifiers for pixel classification. Classification of pixels segments the images into pixel groups. Our proposed model for image segmentation was compared with other methods; results showed that the proposed pixel classification scheme with complete feature set and ELM classifier outperforms other classifiers include SVM and KNNs in both accuracy and run time. Furthermore, the first feature selection method presents a feature subset which decreases the run times and preserves the accuracies of not only ELM classifier but also SVM and KNNs classifiers. Finally, the second proposed feature selection method selects an optimal feature subset for each pixel class separately. This method decreases the run time and increases the accuracies of most of classifiers simultaneously. It also outperforms the first proposed feature selection method and genetic algorithm-based feature selection. For future works, the performance of the proposed approaches can be evaluated by taking into account other classifiers such as artificial neural networks and decision trees. Other feature selection methods can be improved and applied to such systems. In addition, intrinsic property of data such as Relief weights can be used in population-based techniques such as ACO, GA and Particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithms to increase convergence speed. Finally, other features like shape and texture features and color features in other color systems can also be applied for pixel classification task.
